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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND THE HUMAN SPECIES PORVENINIR

Neither Obama nor give Putin the
universal size, but perhaps the President of
China surprised us

Ricardo Fraguas

Encounter "Artificial Intelligence and the Future of Mankind" in the beautiful Palacio de la Magdalena in
Santander Santander -work of architects Javier González Riancho and begins Gonzalo Bringas Vega , the
summer headquarters of the UIMP -.

The proposal is Professor Tamames, who is about to publish his new book dedicated to reflect on these questions "Where do we
come? Who we are? Where do we go ... "she confesses inspired by Gauguin's work of the same name.

In his first speech Professor Jean Monnet of the European Commission and International Member of the Club of Rome and the
Royal Academy of Moral and Political Sciences has sought, among other things, the inevitable search for inspiration from three
main sources emanating from the Greek thought , Renaissance (Copernicus Galileo Kepler and Newton) and illustration (Hume,
Voltaire, Diderot, Smith, Jovellanos ...) to keep pushing through free thinking and interest and the need for universalist rulers as
Kant proposed in his "Essay on perpetual peace. "

"Neither Obama nor Putin give the universalist size but perhaps the President of China surprised us," said the teacher shown in
full physical and intellectual form and a boundless optimism for the future of humanity associated with technological developments
and specifically , the Artificial Intelligence. "The best is yet to come," he says. In his inaugural speech he has not missed an
appointment and recall of the figure of Marx, but also in positive recalling that before thinking of religion as the opium of the people
thought that "Religion is the sigh of the oppressed creature". Also Tamames is closer to the possibility that life, human life and its
developments included the Artificial Intelligence has not occurred by chance shows.

And quoting the English philosopher and artist William Blake said so again and posibilista hopeful: "Everything today was
imagined, imagine what today may be reality tomorrow."
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